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Lara Prescott seems predestined to have had what she admits is a “lifelong obsession” 
with Doctor Zhivago. Her mother loved David Lean’s epic film version of Boris 
Pasternak’s novel so much that she named her daughter after its romantic heroine, 
immortalised on screen by Julie Christie. 

 
As a teenager in Pennsylvania, Prescott read the book. 
“After that, I would reread it every few years, both 
because I loved it and because I would take something 
different away from it each time.” Then, in April 2014, 
her father emailed her an article from The Washington 
Post describing how the CIA had used Doctor Zhivago 
as a tool of propaganda during the Cold War, smuggling 
it back into the Soviet Union, where it had been banned. 
 
The authors of the newspaper article, Peter Finn, the 
Post’s national security editor, and Petra Couvée, had 
petitioned the CIA to release documents that later 
became the basis of their non-fiction book The Zhivago 
Affair: The Kremlin, the CIA and the Battle over a 
Forbidden Book. “I started reading all the documents on 
cia.gov,” recalls Prescott, 37. “They’d redacted the 
names of most of the officers involved, with the 
exception of a few of the bosses, like Allen Dulles. 

 
“I thought of myself as such a fan of Zhivago, yet I’d known nothing about this. That is 
when I started wondering how I might be able to use fiction to flesh out this story that not 
many knew about.” 
 
The Secrets We Kept, her fiction debut, has just been published in the US and the UK, 
with foreign rights sold in 28 countries. The screen rights have been sold to Ink Factory 
(The Night Manager) and Marc Platt Productions (La La Land, Bridge of Spies), while 



Reese Witherspoon has been photographed in the past week reading the novel, the 
September pick of her influential Hello Sunshine book club. 
 
The appeal is obvious. Prescott’s filmic, Cold War-set novel is a homage to a much-loved 
literary epic with a tantalising backstory. Doctor Zhivago was first published in Italy in 
1957. Pasternak, regarded as Russia’s greatest living poet, had handed his manuscript to 
the Italian journalist who had offered to smuggle it out with the words: “You are hereby 
invited to my execution.” The novel became an international sensation and bestseller. To 
the Soviet authorities’ embarrassment, Pasternak was nominated for the 1958 Nobel prize 
in literature. 
 
The Secrets We Kept retells this story, but also an American espionage one. It is a page-
turner combining elements of spy, literary, thriller, historic, romantic and gay fiction. It 
is globetrotting: its principal settings are Washington and, in the Soviet Union, Moscow 
and Peredelkino, the Party-sanctioned literary enclave where Pasternak had a dacha. 
However, the book also travels to London, Vienna, Paris, Milan and the Siberian gulag. 
This is escapist fiction rooted in an at times harrowing historical reality. 
 
Prescott began toying with Zhivago and the CIA as a fictional subject in 2015, when she 
started a masters degree at the Michener Centre for Writers in Austin, Texas. It was only 
when she came up with the collective voice that introduces her story — that of a Mad Men-
era CIA typing pool — that the idea really took flight. “I was looking at the redacted 
document, and all those blanks and whited-out spaces set me thinking about the people 
who had typed those memos. Then that omniscient third-person voice for the typing pool 
came to me.” 
 
One of those typists, Irina, the American-born child of Russian immigrants, emerges from 
the anonymity of the pool to play a pivotal part in smuggling Zhivago back behind the 
Iron Curtain. She is tutored by Sally, an older, glamorous veteran of Office of Strategic 
Services wartime work. 
 
In the East, Olga Ivinskaya, Pasternak’s long-term mistress and muse — whose loyalty 
earned her two gruelling exiles to the Siberian gulag — narrates the story. Thus, the book 
became about female agency. “Spy fiction is a genre that has been dominated by male 
writers and points of view, so it was fun to play with that. Every line of Pasternak has been 
scrutinised, so I loved how a fictional setting allowed me to put Olga in the foreground.” 
 
Prescott is talking by telephone from Austin, where she has now settled, but we met in 
April at a party that her publishers, Hutchinson — who also publish Robert Harris and 
Sebastian Faulks — threw for her during the London Book Fair, at a women-only 
members’ club. With American and UK tours and international launch events, she is 
expecting to be on the road with The Secrets We Kept for much of the next year. 
 
It is all a far cry from the budget research trip she made to Europe in 2015, when she 
visited London, Paris, Moscow and Pasternak’s dacha and grave in Peredelkino. “I think 
it’s so important to get a feel for a place on the ground,” she says. “We visited by train, 
when there was a covering of snow. You walk up the hill, past this beautiful Orthodox 
church, to a modest cemetery and headstone, all beautifully preserved, though a rather 
garish new weekend home has been built just opposite.” 
 
The other place that emerges vividly in the novel is Washington, where Prescott studied, 
then worked as a political campaigner. “After I moved away from it, I became obsessed 



with the idea of DC as a setting,” she says. “I know how it is to walk those streets in the 
swelter of summer and in a frozen winter. Also, I know how it is to work in government 
offices as a woman, which has changed, but not as much as you might think.” She also had 
fun researching old spook and CIA hangouts. 
 
Prescott has collected many Zhivago souvenirs during her research, but her most prized 
possession is one of the miniature copies of the book produced by the CIA. These were 
covertly distributed to Eastern Bloc delegates at the 1959 World Festival of Youth and 
Students in Vienna. 
 
For Prescott, it was not so much the perceived criticism of the Bolshevik revolution that 
made the book subversive as its assertion of the individual. “Pasternak wrote about the 
freedom of individuals, of the basic human right to think and love as you please, and what 
it means to have those rights taken away. I think those ideas still resonate today.” 
 
The author suffered from his work being banned and denounced, but it was Olga who 
went to the gulag. Still, Prescott admires the risk he took in sending Zhivago to be 
published abroad. “That courageousness as a writer is something I think about,” she says. 
“It’s still a risk that writers from countries like China and Turkey are taking.” 
 
This is a story about the power of books and governments’ “long game” belief in their 
ability to change hearts and minds. It is a power Prescott believes in still. So, if she could 
smuggle a book into anywhere, where would she choose and what would it be? “Oh my 
gosh, I’d love to smuggle all kinds of books into the White House, but would they be read?” 
she wonders, before settling for Toni Morrison’s Beloved — “Or maybe the Mueller 
report?” 


